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1. - Introduction

Nowadays, mainly related to the increasing complexity of working environments,
working activities become more and more collective. The present research focuses on
the paradoxical nature of working teams, considered from a reliability point of view.
This document is composed of four Sections. The first Section introduces the context of
the research, its objectives and the underlying assumptions. In the second Section, we
describe a working situation, which is the control of a nuclear reactor. Relations
between cooperative work and reliability are discussed in the third Section. Finally, in
the fourth Section, a synthesis of the research and some perspectives are proposed.

2. - Context of the research

The present research focuses on Man-Man interactions, within a global environment,
composed of men and systems. The studies in the domain of human reliability often
underline the fallible nature of human agents, due to their cognitive and physical limits.
Yet, in atypical or unexpected situations, the human agent will adapt better than any
technical "intelligent" system to the current requirements [Faverge, 1970], mainly
because of the human extensive intelligence. So, we expect the teams to appear to be
according to the situation, sometimes a source of error occurrence and propagation, and
sometimes an efficient support for error tolerance. Our main hypothesis assumes that
reliability and non-reliability of human teams are related to the same cooperative
mechanisms.
This study aims the identification of explicit and implicit cooperative mechanisms used
within a team. The analysis of environmental conditions allows, on the one hand to
point out the features influencing reliability, and on the other hand to understand how
and why cooperation is paradoxically reliable and non-reliable. The understanding of
these information contributes to the improvement of tasks distribution, not only
between human agents within the team, but also between these agents and the technical
systems they are interacting with. This study thus aims to support the design of reliable
cooperative systems. The analysis of collective work situations concerns not only
cooperative mechanisms, but also redundancies and loops of regulations explicitly and
implicitly developed by the team.

3. - Collective control of a nuclear reactor

We observed the performance of teams in charge of controlling a nuclear reactor
[Rognin, 1994]. In this situation, a global team is composed, on the one hand of experts
in the control of nuclear reactor and on the other hand of trainees. The expert team is
composed of a shift leader, two reactor controllers (one located in the control room, the
other out of it) and three technicians (specialised either in electricity or in mechanics).
The trainee team is composed of a shift leader, a reactor controller, a turbine controller
and a third one in charge of the electric boards.
This training takes place under the control of the expert team. Various redundancies
exist between and within the two teams. For example, the expert shift leader, whose
main mission is to ensure the safety of the reactor, provides a global redundancy of the
two teams. The devices confer to the trainee shift leader objectives of redundancies and



control of the trainee team. The dependencies between sub-systems imply
interdependencies between the actions of the various operators. These redundancies
appear as overlap between individual actions. These redundancies allow the team to
tolerate some errors, ensuring the dependability of the system, in spite of the occurrence
of errors.
The trainees hold successively the different functions, in order to get an extensive
knowledge of the whole activity and to share a common knowledge with the other
members of the team. This ensures the polyvalence of the controllers. Moreover, the
collective training support the development of mutual knowledge. This knowledge is
not only composed of technical knowledge, but also of information on the other agents
(skills, specificity, weakness,...). This knowledge, hold by each agent, is used to assess
individual goals, needs and sometimes anticipate potential problems. Moreover, this
capability to detect increases in workload is associated with the ability to perform
others' tasks (thanks to agents' polyvalence). This allows the team to regulate the
collective workload.
The increasing building of the team requires the use of implicit modes of
communication such as passive listening of communications exchanged within the
team, follow-up of the other's activity [Heath & Luff, 1992]. Moreover, the members of
a team share a same cognitive environment, which support the implementation of
regulative mechanisms [Rognin & Pavard, 1994]. Yet, the team has a major drawback,
in particular when solving problem, the groupthink [Reason, 1987]. Indeed, these
knowledge built and shared by the team support the emergence of a homogeneous
thought and a cohesion within the team. They both induce a pressure on the members
whose actions and thoughts then converge on the groupthink. This fact reduces the
opportunity for individual to question the homogeneous position of the team, to
confront divergent points of view and then reduces the richness of the team.

4. - Reliability of this collective control

When considering the various characteristics of a team from a reliability point of view,
one may note an ambivalence. We now illustrate this with four features of collective
work, which are (i) the interactions between the members of the team, (ii) the need for
a common operational referent shared by all the agents, (iii) the leadership
phenomenon, (iv) the agents' training (specialisation versus polyvalence),
(i) Within the team, the cooperation implies interactions between the agents, whose
tasks are often interdependent [Schmidt, 1994]. The dependencies, for example between
the reactor and the turbine controllers require activities such as assessing the quality of
the information exchanged. This contributes to the reliability of the team as it supports
the errors detection. Sometimes these dependencies increase the errors propagation
from a function to another one. Yet, as we noticed, the propagated errors are sometimes
detected by the agents located in the control room (either the reactor controller or the
shift leader) through following the evolution of relevant physical parameters,
(ii) As described in [De Terssac & Chabaud, 1990], in order to cooperate efficiently, a
team needs to share a common operational referent. One may break down this
referent into, on the one hand knowledge acquired individually, but snared by the agents
(e.g. similar basic training) and on the other hand knowledge collectively acquired
(either through a collective training, or through the collective experience of work).
The collective training allows the elaboration of mutual knowledge, which is not only
composed of common knowledge about the working situation, but also of knowledge
about the other agents' activity (their competencies, their limits, the objectives of their
task,...). Each agent is not only able to assess the other's needs, he/she also knows how
to perform the various tasks. The mutual knowledge support the intention recognition
within the team, contributing thus to its reliability, through activities of regulation,
anticipation and sometimes errors recovery. Yet, sharing identical knowledge may, in
some situations, lead to confirmation biases. Indeed, during problem solving, an event
may be collectively likened to an incident solved previously by the team. The absence
of diverging opinion reduces the opportunity to confront points of view and to question
the collective diagnosis.



(iii) Within the team, a leader emerges, either because of his/her hierarchical status,
technical competencies or charisma. The presence of a leader leads to a unique
management of the team, which is then appropriately organized to manage foreseen
situations. This influence exerted only by one member of the team may disturb the
confrontation of various points of view. The leadership impoverishes the activities of
problem solving. Yet, in the case of the control of nuclear reactor, the leadership is
related to hierarchical status. The team is managed more or less democratically by the
shift leader, who always takes the final decisions, after discussions between the various
members of the team.
(iv) Regarding training, it is usual to question the relevance of the specialisation, as
opposed to the polyvalence of working agents. Both options appear to be ambivalent.
The training of specialised agents is an efficient means to prevent some errors, as
experts are expected to produce less errors than novices. Yet, a lack of knowledge in
adjacent domains reduces the opportunity to assess the other agents' results, preventing
then the detection of potential errors.
The polyvalence allows most of the agents to perform each function. So, it supports the
error detection and recovery within a team, thanks to an extensive knowledge of the
whole activity. Yet, too much polyvalence leads to a homogeneous think and
knowledge (the so-called groupthink), which reduces the quality of the hypothesis
elaborated and the strategies proposed during problem solving periods.

5. - Conclusion

Cooperative mechanisms sometimes support the occurrence and propagation of errors
and sometimes contribute to their prevention and tolerance. Thus, they influence in a
paradoxical way the reliability of socio-technical systems.
The objectives of this research are double, (i) identify the features influencing the
reliability of the team (understanding why some situations lead to the occurrence of
errors, and other situations to their prevention) and (ii) produce an evolving model of
cooperative mechanisms (in order to point out how these mechanisms evolve according
to the environmental situation).
From an organisational point of view, the analysis of collective activities allows us to
describe the real distribution of tasks within the team. We also identify the roles of
various redundancies in the control and the regulation of the global activity. The
knowledge of real activities supports the specification of new working environment,
underlining every human and technical agents' functions.
From a technological point of view, this work contributes to the design of reliable
cooperative support systems.
We would like to conclude in questioning the role of cooperative systems. Indeed, two
main functions are distinguished, on the one hand a means to support the Man-Man
cooperation (presentation and transmission of information) and on the other hand a
cooperating agent, offering the quality of cooperation (confronting ideas, helping the
agents, coordinating the tasks,...) but without human limits such as social biases.
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